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Note:

I am not a financial advisor. I am an engineer with a strong stats background. These are my thoughts and findings.

Let's Begin with Some Learning: Defining Dividends

This entire theory stems around how the dividend was used to hide any price manipulation and other tomfuckery so we
gotta start with defining the dates and shit.

When you check out dividends, it'll have (4) different types of dates that surround it:

Declaration / Announced Date

Ex - Dividend

Record Date

Payable Date

Here is an example I pulled from the SEC website to describe these dates:

The Algorithm. The Ouroboros - Part 1: Explaining the Quarterly 
Swings, Sideways Trading and Because Apes Love Dates....

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22DD%20%F0%9F%91%A8%E2%80%8D%F0%9F%94%AC%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22DD%20%F0%9F%91%A8%E2%80%8D%F0%9F%94%AC%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22DD%20%F0%9F%91%A8%E2%80%8D%F0%9F%94%AC%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22DD%20%F0%9F%91%A8%E2%80%8D%F0%9F%94%AC%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.investor.gov/introduction-investing/investing-basics/glossary/ex-dividend-dates-when-are-you-entitled-stock-and
https://preview.redd.it/wg0k2jqduer71.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=2162273dba0abe569d69e54d32acf68e1b75c46d


Defining Dividends

Some Quick GME History:

TLDR: GME gave a cash dividend from 2012 to 2019.

Mathemagics

The table below lists the dates important to the dividend along with related values.

Sources:

· https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/gme/dividend-history

· https://marketchameleon.com/Overview/GME/Dividends/

GME Dividend Dates

https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/gme/dividend-history
https://marketchameleon.com/Overview/GME/Dividends/
https://preview.redd.it/l3wfh765ver71.png?width=811&format=png&auto=webp&s=dd849350bcb4861a4200e72a009e6b3071db3dc5


Here are the closing share price relative to the above listed dividend dates.

Closing GME Share Price with Dividend Dates Highlighted

This is where things start to get weird....

For a while, GME didn't seem to announce when the dividend was going to happen until like 2015 so here is a zoomed in
graph of that time period.

Zoomed-In Dividend Dates with GME Share Price

https://preview.redd.it/cwufnvmiver71.png?width=1064&format=png&auto=webp&s=03944d9ae5edaf4c2ab15fd8202af77cb6840f33


If we were to subset the data such that we only view the dates when these specific events occurred and graph them with 
their corresponding share price, we get the follow graph. Nothing really too interesting-ish.

All Dividend Dates with Corresponding Share Price

However, since the announcement dates didn't begin until 2015, I went ahead and did some further isolation to focus on
this time frame. What's bonkers about this is the extremely high R^2 values comparing the share prices with the
corresponding dates. I also added the surrounding share prices that weren't part a dividend related date to show how
linearly the share price was decreasing.

Share Price and Dividend Dates

Despite how GME was a failing brick and mortar company, the dividend value increased despite how the share price was
dropping. (This will be important for later. Not now, but later). Let's quickly define the dividend yield and it's relationship to
the share price:

Dividend Yield Calculation

https://preview.redd.it/p4m7zayuver71.png?width=1088&format=png&auto=webp&s=5844b3af6150d3980ecd0b06a0a1f9b3924a7d81


Dividend Yield, Change, and Share Price

Here's another way to look at the data showing the linearity of the dividend yield versus the share price further
exemplifying how as time continued, the dividend yield increased.

https://preview.redd.it/1438fqf0zer71.png?width=1520&format=png&auto=webp&s=ee07fa93e5cb3c971e044140cdcfacf6ed225f19
https://preview.redd.it/y26pog3f3fr71.png?width=1305&format=png&auto=webp&s=4cf1529f92a6ae721ca1397f2244e83dd7e4ab3e


Increasing Dividend Yield as a function of Time

While the argument can be made that an increase in dividend was made to increase the attractiveness to retail investors,
I personally would argue against that solely due to the stupid fucking high amount of this fucking dividend.

Just to get a better comparison how fucking stupid high this dividend amount GME was pumping out at this time, here is
a current list I quickly pulled when I googled "high dividend stock average." Here is the first link that came up.

quick snap shot of current high dividend stock but you get the idea.

GME passed this list in like 2015 and almost even doubled it during 2018 / 2019. Now, that the dividend has been beaten
to death,

https://www.nerdwallet.com/article/investing/how-to-invest-dividend-stocks
https://preview.redd.it/1n1erdhx5fr71.png?width=962&format=png&auto=webp&s=0c57d018e4531d042016751f44660a6006ae3d9b


Time for Some More LEARNING!!!!

As a sanity check, let's do some basic investing learning just to cover our bases as to why other tickers could see the
same thing. Pulling from investopedia detailing how dividends relate to options volume:

The payment of dividends for a stock impacts how options for that stock are priced. Stocks generally fall by the amount
of the dividend payment on the ex-dividend date (the first trading day where an upcoming dividend payment is not
included in a stock's price). This movement impacts the pricing of options. Call options are less expensive leading up to
the ex-dividend date because of the expected fall in the price of the underlying stock.

At the same time, the price of put options increases due to the same expected drop. The mathematics of the pricing of
options is important for investors to understand so they can make informed trading decisions.

The key take away is....

Calls are cheap AF on the Announcement and Ex-Dividend Date

So if I were a corrupt, greedy asshole....

with a bunch of naked shorts that may or may not need to be "covered," I would probably want to buy calls to to cover
these naked shorts when they were the cheapest. (Un)fortunately, I'm just an asshole so I, as a retail investor, don't do
that shit. Going back to the mathemagics and data...

Some MORE weird shit but with options

GME is shorted to shit so I pulled the options data from market chameleon. That data only goes to like 2013Q3 to
present so that's what we're going to see below.

Since the dividend seems fucky, I added those dates in as well to see what the fuck was going on. Immediately, one can
see how the announcement date often has both the highest IV30 as well as the highest volume just overall during the
this 2013Q3 to 2019Q1 - ish time period.

Options Volume and IV30 with Dividend Date

https://www.investopedia.com/articles/active-trading/090115/understanding-how-dividends-affect-option-prices.asp


Options Volume, IV30, and Overnight Change with Dividend Date

Let's see how the daily options volume compares to daily trading volume. I even extended the time frame to mid-2020 for

Let's also add the overnight change because that was a significant variable I used to estimate August 24 mini squeeze
so for more data dumping.

better comparison. Cool. Cool. Cool. Days with the most options volume are the same days with the highest trading
volume.

Daily Options Volume and Daily Trading Volume

Let's put it ALL Together!!!

https://preview.redd.it/bsy398bz9fr71.png?width=1283&format=png&auto=webp&s=757992b565af20010df05b82cca28348ffb9ce57
https://preview.redd.it/runuu9cojfr71.png?width=1353&format=png&auto=webp&s=334654995f73a5073126e410ce26cb8cdbd04ace


Close, IV30, Volume, Options Volume

Back to our Roots

From a DD I did a while I ago, I identified this dates as the most significant:

Basically One of my Favorite Tables

Joining those dates I was able to isolate with the first dividend table and calculating the net total days, we get!!!

https://preview.redd.it/0cen105vkfr71.png?width=1517&format=png&auto=webp&s=6fa0354435e5f46b03b55935af128f288a8808c2
https://preview.redd.it/v6m3bwv8lfr71.png?width=513&format=png&auto=webp&s=9e8c7915c1745312d56aec6bf063a7abb40aac77


Dividend and Significant Dates

Let's make a graph of those net days

Net Days from Isolated Dates and Dividend Shit

What does it MEAN + some tin foil hatting-ish

Many have stated that if we know this shit is going on, they can change the algo. I don't think they can because of
potential reasons that are not verified:

There is no one to do the programming.

https://preview.redd.it/utmrpt0glfr71.png?width=1256&format=png&auto=webp&s=b25ef992ff4fa08e8324bdffac1b951822b36d74
https://preview.redd.it/5ukth45klfr71.png?width=1087&format=png&auto=webp&s=e4641ac16a35998308f06f5a07797d717d31e1d1


The original people that programmed this could be dead so no changes have been made. Who knows how
long this thing has been going on?

The most recent programmers left.

They literally don't even know how to. Since this is a black swan event and so many variables are going bonkers,
there is no model to use to even know which variables to change.

They potentially only have 1 shot at fixing the script. It's done ok thus far so they let it keep doing what it's been
doing and pray for a bailout.

The fear of making even the smallest mistake and causing a crash aka MOASS.

Key takeaways
GME experiences quarterly swings due to the IV30 values which were entered around a dividend that was
previously given.

Call options are bought around this time to make it appear as if the naked shorts are covered because call options
are cheap AF.

Although this dividend is no longer in play, the algorithm still is acting as if it is and thus we see mini squeezes
around when a dividend would have been given out. This is why we see repeating dates.

My current guess for the next mini squeeze is November 23, 2021 (11/23/21 -- Fibonacci Sequence Day and also
an almost numeric palindrome.)

Why the January Squeeze?

TLDR: Taxes

To be continued....

TLDR:
The share price is manipulated.

Keep those hands diamond. Those balls titanium. And your butthole clenched.

Hold the line.

November 23, 2021

Edit 1: I forgot to get into the sideways trading bit but I guess that's for next time.

Edit 2: tweet

Edit 3: wording and typos

Edit 4: Removed duplicate texts.

Edit 5: Change 11/23 to November 23, 2021.

Edit 6: Had to clarify why I think the computational algorithms can't be changed.

https://twitter.com/pwnwtfbbq/status/1445014638979006465?s=20


Edit 7: Added more about the algos not changing due to the lack of programmers that know how to do so.

Edit 8: Removed more duplicate writings.



 Due Diligence

Yo. I am not a financial advisor. I am merely a engineer with a strong stats background.

Intro to the shit

I've been getting balls deep into figuring out the numbers behind the GME share price. Like too deep. I just dig data and
puzzles and shit. After writing up like 35 pages, I realized that I should try to break these up into parts. I will admit most of
them are of graphs and tables because visuals say a lot.

Regardless, I'm here to tell you that I think that retail has never really had the influence they may think they do over any
of this and that high frequency trading (HFT) has been in... THE GAMEstop... since 2002.

Sheeit

When the output values of a system are highly predictable on a repeating time scale, it suggests the independent
variables are highly controlled or designed to accommodate fluctuations in its environment to result in such a consistent
reaction.

Let's start with the easier stuff

The Algorithm. The Ouroboros - Part 2.1: Exposing HF History, 
Analyzing Past Data, and Initial Discussions On Why I Think All 
Of 2021 Data Has Been Already Prewritten

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
https://preview.redd.it/6dugw8c5pg081.png?width=772&format=png&auto=webp&s=889462bdf1075e1956e82ce27313c735bdc01fc9


I very often have been seeing observational bias so I want to go over

High - Low and Open - Close

Since January 2021 witnessed the first squeeze, the below graph displays values from Feb. 1, 2021 to Oct. 8, 2021.
March 10, 2021 had an extremely high “High – Low Delta” as shown below.

Formatted High - Close and Open - Close values

As time continued, the range of “High – Low Delta” and “Close – Open Delta” become less spread out.

https://preview.redd.it/nmmtilfamg081.png?width=1139&format=png&auto=webp&s=c694175d7c8549a3385a94681a97ba4c9a4b34ac


High - Low and Open - Close

High and Low

Viewing the high and low values on a graph, there is no apparent overall trend since the closing and opening values will 
intermix due to green and red days.

High and Low

https://preview.redd.it/6h25cjlumg081.png?width=925&format=png&auto=webp&s=6125edc90b96fdf8315b7f3cec11be047071965b


To view the data in another way, we can look at the max and mins of these deltas to see if a trend is occurring. There is 
noticeably less order to how it move as also indicated in the share price line just shown.

Min, Max, and Range of (High - Low Delta)

Even removing the more volatile months that could act as outliers still we still do not observe any relationship as a

function as time. April 2021 to present

Formatted Min, Max, and Range of (High - Low Delta)

https://preview.redd.it/b38y4od4ng081.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=910b806cb00886bdca643c9d37ddf3e4cdca7ed7
https://preview.redd.it/m6mlko98ng081.png?width=836&format=png&auto=webp&s=1f0d84d23a1e1c15123ddb905ac00c6020e93ea9


Open and Close

The open and close values have been graphed to show how as time moves on, the space in between them decreases. 
This characteristic has been going on for a while so I give advice to not fall for confirmation bias that any recent events 
has been causing it unless there is statistical evidence suggesting as such.

High - Low vs Date

The below graph shows the max, min, and range of the “Close – Open Delta.” The max “Close – Open Delta” and min
“Close – Open Delta” are seen to approach closer to 0 as time continues.

What this means is best represented by the lowest line: “Range (Close – Open Delta). The range of the “Close – Open 
Delta” is showing the delta of the max – min values. Since "Close – Open Delta” is a range, this is the range of ranges. 
This is effectively proving that as time continues, the delta of the open and close share price is decreasing. The share 
price is staying with a more and more tighter range as time continues.

This is to point out the numerous and continuous statements that this or that has been causing the range to decrease are 
more than likely observational bias. Without providing the math or doing the data analysis, you're going to see what you 
want to see.

While the Max (Close - Open Delta) is a little wonky, the Min(Close - Open Delta) has a very well defined upwards 
oscillating. This would suggest that the movement is highly controlled.

Min, Max, Range (Close - Open Delta)

https://preview.redd.it/ysqv7vwgng081.png?width=1041&format=png&auto=webp&s=c281c7a9242e2ab767b7ee3825aa45f1d36959dd


Takeaway:

While the high and low delta is seen to be sporadic, the close and open values are seen to have a trend which seems to 
be decreasing as a function of time. The movement lacks "randomness," and thus suggests that the emotional retailer 
does not have the influence they may think they do

Comparing

If we were to compare the “High – Low Delta” and “Close – Open Delta” against volume and segregate by month so 
there isn’t *really* a need to normalize, you would get the below graph. These regression analyses indicated how the
“High – Low Delta” is greatly related to volume while the “Close – Open Delta” is not.

While some of the months of 2021 have seen a correlation between "High - Low Delta," volume does not give a fuck 
about the open and close. So, well fuck.

"High - Low Delta" and "Close - Open Delta" vs Volume by Month

A closer look of the previous graph

https://preview.redd.it/afas48olog081.png?width=1361&format=png&auto=webp&s=3c9b03151b85076cc23ef7c970d626d62a5c31ae


Aight. That's cool, however, we sort of know this because a baby squeeze and sideways trading have often occurred
within the same month. But... what if we were to redefine the time to fit the dates of dem baby squeezes? We get crime
but with more statistical confidence.

One can now see that while volume (from whatever source it may be like retail or some other degens) may affect the
high and lows, the open and close values didn't even bother to leave volume on read.

"High - Low Delta" and "Close - Open Delta" vs Volume by Baby Squeeze Time

Takeaway

The daily high and lows are heavily influenced by volume. It can be inferred that retail actually has an influence on this.
Conversely, due to the lack of influence volume has on the Open and Close, this be evidence that these values are
manipulated so they hit specific values. So... that's cool.... moving on to...

The Moving Average

A moving average (MA) is a typical method used to smooth out data when there is a lot of noise, so the underlining
behaviors of that system is more easily seen. A smaller MA is used for a more volatile process while a larger MA is used
for a more stable one. I used a 5-day moving average for this analysis since it is small enough to accommodate volatility
but large enough to be useful. Also, there are 5 trading days in a week so it all made sense to me.

https://preview.redd.it/el03faogqg081.png?width=964&format=png&auto=webp&s=8214a696db0e05bff69497fda776d9f0aa19657f


Once we reduce the noise to compare the OHLC, we see the below table:

OHLC 5 Day MA vs Date

Knowing that the open and close values are heavily manipulated to hit specific price points, thus, suggesting large 
amount of manipulation, I analyze those two in greater detail. I focused entirely on the dates from March on since it has 
values that were not so astronomically high.

High - Low March 2021 On

Looking at the 5-Day Moving Average, it would appear as if both the high and low values are set within about a $150 
delta constraint. Since the high and low value exhibit limits at both the upper and lower bounds, it is safe to assume that 
everything in-between is as well.

High Low 5 Day Moving Average

https://preview.redd.it/5e3mhl57rg081.png?width=859&format=png&auto=webp&s=17da36ea79ab5713d8cb6cf10334b2d479114ea0


Look at that shit. Once the noise is reduced to better observe the underlying behaviors, we see that the high and low
values ALSO are constrained.

The below table is a moving average. They are not the direct corresponding values relating to that particular day,
however, we begin to see the shit we complain about so much.

5 Day Moving Average Limits

Hide yo share price. Hide yo dates.

So aight, the open and close values don't give no fucks to volume. While high and lows may seem to be influenced by
whatever powers that be, they still are entirely controlled. Shit being so fucked, I decided to see how fucking controlled

all this shit is. Let's check out the behaviors of the data and see if the controlled values themselves even have their time
purposefully controlled as well.

Surprise. They are. But really.... deep down we all knew how figgity fuck everything is. The share price is manipulated so
why the fuck not would the days they occur not be as well? Below is a graph showing what I mean

Close Open 5 Day MA Corresponding Behaviors to Dates

So, yeah... seeing how this type of movement is stuff that some data tweebs or enginerds dream about for their system,
it was almost comical how fucked everything is.

Now that the above graph now has various unique movement identified that seem to related to each other, why wouldn't
they also be consistent in timing as well. Because, we're already gone this far... so why the fuck not. Really.

Separating these values with their respective share price values we get the below table. The net work days for the open
and close share price are similar as noted in the graph.

https://preview.redd.it/phn27uqfrg081.png?width=1078&format=png&auto=webp&s=6b803526cbcf5c9618f46250d992610d079eb877
https://preview.redd.it/odomdbsirg081.png?width=638&format=png&auto=webp&s=edd29683c4b21a0ef7bb944d689fdd741527f069


Locations with Corresponding Net Days

Locations with Corresponding Net Days Separated into their Respective Charts

Take Away

Although volume has an influence on the daily high and lows, they are still being constrained with about a $150
difference. This with how the close and open price seem to be controlled to have set values for specific time frames
indicates that advance manipulation is at hand.

Oh... I'm not finished yet.

https://preview.redd.it/jjeuxy0htg081.png?width=794&format=png&auto=webp&s=2d6dda5969016287d1c578f9e047dbbfab8b5e2d
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Part 2.2

Edit 1: Finished the sentence, "This characteristic has been going on for a while so I give advice to not fall for
confirmation bias that any recent events has been causing it unless there is statistical evidence suggesting as such."

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/qx8zby/the_algorithm_the_ouroboros_part_22_exposing_hf/
https://preview.redd.it/clzwk5qdug081.png?width=614&format=png&auto=webp&s=4f6ddb08640edddabb7ea2df5543b68e50370bec


 Due Diligence

Continued from part 2.1:

It's just the stock market, how much can it cost? $0.25?

I forgot the dude that did the $0.00 shit back in the day but I wanted to give him a small shout out for being right. I don't
know he had any idea how right he was.

More of this Fake Ass OHLC

The below table shows the OHLC values which ended in multiples of $0.25 versus their respective date. In 2021, there is
a significantly more occurrences of $0.25 intervals OHLC values than compared to any other time. Given how we know
2021 has been a fucked year, it’s safe to say we can use the $0.00 and $0.50 as a type of fuckery baseline to identify
when it also occurred in the past.

Dates with a $0.25 OHLC Value

The Algorithm. The Ouroboros - Part 2.2: Exposing HF History, 
Analyzing Past Data, and Initial Discussions On Why I Think All 
Of 2021 Data Has Been Already Prewritten

So, that's all fine and dandy. We have even more shit to show how everything is made up and the share price don't
matter.

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/qx8yyu/the_algorithm_the_ouroboros_part_21_exposing_hf/
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Even Oxi Clean can't remove the dirty from these numbers

More insight is given once the OHLC values themselves are separated. The blue line in the middle acts as a divider
between the variable columns. Since the initial OHLC analysis suggested on the high-low are statistically correlated to
volume, I focused on the Close-Open values. A qualitative visual inspection indicates how 2002/2003 and 2020/2021
years were the times with the most values with a $0.25 interval OHLC.

I’ve discussed this phenomenon with some peers to which many replied that it’s just a stock market thing. This is why
comparing across the entire history is important to know what the typical behavior is. There are multiple areas where
there aren’t any $0.25 interval value, therefore, I disagree that this is “just a stock market wide phenomenon.”

Since 2021 is pretty much known to be the baseline for “a lot of fuckery,” the multiple blank areas can be used for a
potential baseline for “little to no fuckery.”

That's a lot of trying for a long ass time

https://preview.redd.it/gdcby6ydvg081.png?width=216&format=png&auto=webp&s=74eca06b7417050552f46ab846a1ee1bbf546307


A Highly Improbably Event

The first two dates not only were in order of dates ending in ".00," but they also have the same fucking HLC values.
Depending on volatility, having a single value would be improbable, but these two dates have fucking 3 AND they're in
fucking order!

Next, there are 102 network days between 11/17/2004 to 4/7/2005 and then the exact same numbers of net workdays for
when the next closing price ending in ".00" occurred on 8/26/2005. We have two sequenced dates that both ended ".00"
AND they're the same number of days apart.

A Lesson in Probability

Since the closing values often ended in ".00," I isolated all the related dates. While there are a lot more, the below 4
sequenced dates is so fucking fucky and let me tell you why.

Frequency Table of OHLC $0.25 multiples

It is now the time to add a quantitative value to all this shit to help remove potential observational bias. A frequency chart 
helps to view each $0.25 multiple by year on a strictly quantitative view. From 2002 to present, there were a total of 
1,552 OHLC values having a multiple of $0.25. I wanna state that GameStop entered the market that same year...

Why is this fuckery?!

From 2002 to present, there were a total of 1,552 OHLC values having a multiple of $0.25. Of these total 1,552 OHLC
$0.25 multiples, 2003 and 2021 have seen the ~21% of them. This DEFINITELY gives more confidence to the 
observational bias seen earlier. Furthermore, since 2021 was the metric for most fuckery, it probably is safe to say that 
2003 also saw a metric shit ton of fuckery as well.

https://preview.redd.it/lf7mbsx1wg081.png?width=1073&format=png&auto=webp&s=2e4220818bc8a1a7641730f700e7e6355b5d105c
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Let's also address how the closing price for the first 3 dates are all the same, and again, they are in fucking order.

In a perfect math book world with no interdependence, there is 4/100 chance on landing on a multiple of $0.25. In 2003,
~13% of the 252 trading days opened in a multiple of $0.25 despite how that probability is (4/100)^252.

While we aren't trying to sell 5,000 watermelons are figure out the time trains would cross, this is still an improbable
event. There were often times within that dot plot that were left blank which indicates that having areas more crowded
than a GME shareholder's meeting means some extra shit is going on.

Fucked Right Out of the Gate

In a previous DD, I made this lovely visual thinking the stock wasn't being manipulated until it at least had hair in 2008.

Now, there's no excuse to not know where the bean is

Looking at just the frequency of OHLC $0.25 multiples and knowing that there are a shit ton and so many of them that it
is improbable for it to be just because let's dive into the next level.

To Show More Data to Be Righter than I was Lefter

Just as a quick macro refresher, here is the monthly OHLC candles and volume versus date. Already, there is a
noticeable red candle that occurred in Dec 2002.

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/owlg3z/the_algorithm_has_been_doing_this_shit_for_years/
https://preview.redd.it/bqvgc4dhwg081.png?width=624&format=png&auto=webp&s=70fb66eee96c3cbf5622001cb551f9476c639b28


Monthly Candlesticks by Date

There is also an increasing volumetric trend beginning in 2003. Upon closer inspection, Feb 18, 2003 had both a huge 
green day as well as volume that does not appear to be organic in nature.

The fuck is this very familiar candlestick movement we've even seen in recent dates?

With the previous $0.25 OHLC interval data suggesting 2002 and 2003 were fucky years and other data analysis I’ve
performed identifying how a lot of very improbably events, let's be even more thorough.

Again, I've done previous analysis showing correlations of a sudden large volume date that has no organic growth to it
whatsoever is hedgefuckery, so I'm going to continue with that method. Volume is a known key giveaway for fuckery, so I
created a volume histogram from the first 2002 trading day (02/13/2002) to the last 2003 trading day (12/31/2003). The
top 6 highest volumes days have their associated values and dates both tabled and labeled. Dec 2002 and Feb 2003
both have *multiple* dates with huge volume outliers.

https://preview.redd.it/9ntcgvjjxg081.png?width=1069&format=png&auto=webp&s=33423bd600d4d3de0a281c731fceb2bb3fbee9bc


2002 - 2003 Volume Histogram and Distribution Summary

Double Manipulation?! What does it mean?!

Given the improbabilities of those four sequential listed dates, I tried to research if 102 net days had any market
significance. I came across this article. I did not find the exact answer I wanted about the 102 day thing, but I did come
across something which provided a narrative to all of this shit. While reading the following paragraph, keep this share
price and volume by date graph in mind:

GME Close Share Price and Volume versus Date

https://preview.redd.it/0k6orpuhyg081.png?width=1219&format=png&auto=webp&s=c1e7041a7e989a1a8503a3974f2cd09b2ad51b7b


The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) authorized electronic exchanges in 1998 and since that time high-
frequency trading (HFT) has become widespread. By the year 2001, HFT trades had an execution time of several 
seconds. By 2010 this had shrunk to milliseconds, even microseconds… In the early 2000s, high-frequency trading 
accounted for less than 10% of equity orders, but this proportion grew rapidly. According to data from the NYSE, high-
frequency trading volume grew by ≈ 164% between 2005 and 2009. In the first quarter of 2009 the assets under hedge 
fund management with high-frequency trading strategies totaled $141 billion, ≈ 21% less than the peak prior to the 2008 
downturn… Many high-frequency firms are market makers and provide the liquidity to the market that lowers volatility, 
helps narrow bid-offer spreads and makes trading and investing cheaper for other market participants. In the United 
States, high-frequency trading firms represent 2% of the approximately 20,000 firms operating today, but account for 
73% of the volume of all equity orders. The largest high-frequency trading firms in the US include such names as Getco 
LLC, Knight Capital Group, Jump Trading and Citadel LLC… HFT has recently been described as a major contributing 
factor in the 6 May 2010 “flash crash…”

Shit.

Allow me to translate that shit by rearranging the paragraph while adding related share price and volume of dates.

Formatted GME Close and Volume vs. Date

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) authorized electronic exchanges in 1998 and since that time high-
frequency trading (HFT) has become widespread. By the year 2001, HFT trades had an execution time of several
seconds.

After becoming legal and having some time passed for optimizations and other advancements, HFT algorithms
were first implemented to control GameStop share price around Dec 2002 to Feb 2003.

https://preview.redd.it/llsjaf5j2h081.png?width=1028&format=png&auto=webp&s=5e7bebd9bdec2f91811bd6de0c095926b7874941


According to data from the NYSE, high-frequency trading volume grew by ≈ 164% between 2005 and 2009. In the early
2000s, high-frequency trading accounted for less than 10% of equity orders, but this proportion grew rapidly.

In 2005, sudden volume outliers started to pop up and only grew in values and frequency as time continued.

In the first quarter of 2009 the assets under hedge fund management with high-frequency trading strategies totaled $141
billion, ≈ 21% less than the peak prior to the 2008 downturn.

In 2009, volumetric values and volatility begins to increase and more significant outliers are seen in comparison to
previous years.

HFT has recently been described as a major contributing factor in the 6 May 2010 “flash crash…”

Let's see wtf happened that may have caused this shit on a math level on not because it's a crime level.

Fuck up the market once? Shame on you. Fuck it up twice? What the fuck
dude?

The 2010 flash crash has been highlighted in the graph below. It kind of looks like it had its Close and Open some what
on lock, but that "(High - Low) / High" and maybe that "(Close - Open) / Open" looks pretty suss...

May 6, 2010 Flash Crash Highlighted on OHLC vs Date 

https://preview.redd.it/b6m4ojz13h081.png?width=873&format=png&auto=webp&s=c03cfba9a8c4dd311641fbd420b2f2e9d72a132d


Turning up the Volume to Volume 11

A few months prior, Jan 7, 2010 had a volume of almost 42,000,000 making it to 25th largest volume. Below are the 45 
highest volume day and all but (1) are from 2019 – 2021.

Top Largest Volume Days

HF need to learn their history

I am theorizing this HFT “Flash Crash” led to the introduction of a new algorithm to be phased in that would be capable of
reversing all the damage done due to flaws within the algorithmic programming.

On July 7, I made this post where I first notice how early GME years were looking like the current. And shit... get ready
for more of a history lesson.

Part 2.3

https://preview.redd.it/1odwyels3h081.png?width=980&format=png&auto=webp&s=249d2b4784b07ec52d78c7b7a8be3e349b5a6cc6
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 Due Diligence

This is part 2.3 continuing from part 2.2.

Mirror Mirror on the Wall... Street

Starting with the first data point to mirror shit that would happen a fuck ton later. Dec 18, 2002 and June 4, 2019 both
had similar OHLC as well as having a significant drop in share price.

2002 and 2019 Dates Exhibiting Similar Characteristics

The Algorithm. The Ouroboros - Part 2.3: Exposing HF History, 
Analyzing Past Data, and Initial Discussions On Why I Think All 
Of 2021 Data Has Been Already Prewritten

We know who's on bottom so let's identify the top. And look at that, April 17, 2008 and November 14, 2018 were both
peaks AND had similar values.

2008 and 2013 Dates Exhibiting Similar Characteristics

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/qx8zby/the_algorithm_the_ouroboros_part_22_exposing_hf/
https://preview.redd.it/l4h02cjc6h081.png?width=909&format=png&auto=webp&s=01d15100a5155b94ca79c43b2da95eccbabaef5d


From those (2) peaks also had the same rate of change to the cliché, stick-man, angry-mouth trend we see in the middle.

Rates of change to and from the angry mouth are the same

I don't know what to do with my hands. What do I do with all this data?

Each time frame have similar lows and highs with similar behaviors. Also, we have (2) points each and that's all we need
to make some lines. Using these dates are creating a line to find the intersect, we begin to see how a transitional period
occurs around the beginning of 2011 and possibly specifically January 18, 2011. Prior to 2011, the share price had a
damping oscillating behavior.

Once 2011 hit, there was no room to continue this oscillation, so a transitional period was forced to begin. As a result,
the share price was no longer a very “well-defined” swing in shape.

Intersection of trend lines highlighting a transitional period

https://preview.redd.it/2rzgbqf66h081.png?width=1022&format=png&auto=webp&s=d457dc15a88090848f59f4d3aaf6e2fece1cc03b


Currently Tin Foiling Helmets

HFT trading entered the scene in 2002 but it was a shit algorithm so a crash happened in May 6, 2010. They were 
redesigned made to the original programming with hopes to prevent a similar event from happening again. Given how 
days from yore are still displaying the same behavior, not much else was changed. So while they may have added a 
greater downwards trend to the new shit introduced in like 2011, they didn't change shit else and definitely did not predict 
people buying and holding.

This brings you up to speed where I currently am now with my math shit!!

2021: MOASS Era

When a super complex script is made that is also of great importance, you do not go out and create your own. Nah. You 
use what's already there and make edits to optimize. As such, I under the belief that the current values are direct 
reflections of those in the past. I am still in the middle of definitively proving this as thoroughly as I like to so not all of this 
shit may be accurate. I wanted to provide why analyzing this data is important despite how it all occurred in the past.

Data Planarization

Data planarization is when you take data and you transform it to fit a new plane. This is helpful when you can to better 
compare different types of data by making them more similar to one another. So while 2021 data is so nice and pretty
and flat so there isn't congestion of data creating noise and such clean sideways trading as seen below

2021 Close and Volume vs Date

https://preview.redd.it/l9p8eqq49h081.png?width=975&format=png&auto=webp&s=bae1f9561767afb4f6a3a341345aef990e409c79


Pre 2020 Closing Share Price versus Date

To planarize data, you have to identify (2) points to create you x-axis and then use one of those as an origin. In the 
example below, I have placed green lines at various peaks and then have a vertical yellow line showing where their 
corresponding values would appear on the red line once planar. The purple lines are the width of the planar peak to peak 
width. Since an angle has been introduced, the purple line is going to be shorter than the original green line.

This image also shows how choosing different (2) starting points to creating a new axes can affect the resulting purple 
width. This also gives rise to a lot of potential trouble because if you don't initially choose good starting points, the planar 
data is going to be even worse.

The years prior to that looked like this shit where it isn't as sunshine and rainbows to easily identify what is going on and 
when:

Data Planarization

https://preview.redd.it/dv2nv1obdh081.png?width=1264&format=png&auto=webp&s=3af5fad3957c0d8e65dc86eda3a7f4f864d73d34


I chose these locations to specifically use as an initial attempt to create boundary lines to better characterize the
dampening share price data.

The Methodology in Live Action

Here is a prime example of how choosing different starting points affect the same original data. On top is the original
closing data from years past. The middle and bottom are planarized closing data with different locations for the starting
points.

Since the middle and bottom data has been planarized using the top and bottom of the swings, their corresponding
values on the y-axis are different and especially different than the original close data.

Historical Close Share Price Planarized

Pre 2021 Share Price with Initial Boundaries

https://preview.redd.it/91qo5vfbgh081.png?width=1050&format=png&auto=webp&s=3c849cbcd58a3d237c804dcf69e38a9fe3224a7d


I don't want to give away all my secrets because I like to leave the audience craving more. Also, I'm still going through 
this myself and I don't like providing data unless I'm 100% certain it's been thoroughly done.

Those new lines are all values discovered while doing the planarization study. Further points out the similarities amongst 
all the dates.

Historical Data versus Dates using identified significant values

Similar to planarizing tilted data to make it flat, you can reverse uno card it to tilt planar data. After isolating significant
dates from ALL THE YEARS to use as my new x-axis, it's providing me these type of new limits / boundaries for the 2021
dates. It's still very much a work in progress but I wanted to provide solid reasons as to why analyzing past data is
important.

All the potential initial limits
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All the colors of the rainbow

TLDR:

HF started to fuck with GME in late 2002.

The share price and dates of when they occurred seem to be happening exactly the same to the dot

All the values are controlled and / or constrained.

The same HFT algorithm used in 2002 is being used today.

2021 data may have been already set in stone from previous data

Keep you hands diamond. Your balls titanium. And your butthole clenched.

Hold the line. I'll see you on the moon apestronaut.

Yolo

GME Share Price Sauce

tweet

Similar idea but with different significant past dates used for analysis.

https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/GME/history?p=GME
https://twitter.com/pwnwtfbbq/status/1461565804554514437?s=20
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